Abstract. The continuously increasing demand of wireless communication impels the fast development of the next generation wireless communication technology. The fifth generation wireless mobile communication network (5G) has been proposed and is becoming a hot topic in academic and industrial field. Now, many countries or many corporations have completed the first step of 5G development which according to ITU requirements for future 5G. The 5G era is a highspeed network era of the interconnection of all things; it can load the many terminals access and high data transfer rate. However, the 5G communication technology which is scheduled to be commercialized around 2020 is still in its earlier stage. In order to solve the shortage of current radio waves resources and improve the capacity of system, two key technologies of physical layer (millimeter-wave and massive MIMO) were introduced and remarked. The best characteristics of millimeter wave technique are extremely-short wavelength and extremely-broad bandwidth. Its merits are narrow wave beam, good directivity and high antenna gain, the weakness is propagation on range of visibility. When these merits and weakness are applied to the 5G, it can solve many needs of 5G networks.
order to solve the problem which about current shortage of spectrum resources, the 30-300GHz spectrum resources will be used for the construction of the future 5G mobile communications [2] .
Increase System Capacity and Enhance User Experience
Information technology bound to enter the era of big data with the continuous development of broadband wireless business. The number of mobile terminals will reach 50 billion [2] and the amount of data generated from different device will reach over a hundred times than now by estimated in 2020. These demands have prompted 5G mobile communication systems to increase system capacity for future societal development. However, the best user experience pursued by the user when the data transmission speed will reach the requirement of business and application. At this point, how a secure, real-time, stable wireless network environment to be established will become the dominant ideology of future network development.
System's Energy Consumption will be Reduced
The mobile communications will turn towards green communications in development. How to achieve the minimum energy consumption should be considered while meeting the growing number of businesses, quality of service and user experience [3] .
Features of Millimeter Wave Communication
The development of mobile communication networks accompanied by the rise of key technologies from 1G to LTE era. At the same time, the key technologies meet business needs and promote the network function continues to developing. Similarly, the development of 5G can not be separated from support of key technologies [4] . This paper will introduce two kinds of 5G physical layer key technologies (Millimeter wave communication and Massive MIMO technology).
Millimeter wave communication is a kind of microwave communication which length range of wave between 1 ~ 10 mm and radio frequency range between 30 ~ 300 GHz. Table I shows the characteristics of millimeter wave and microwave. The radio wave dissemination distance is a few kilometers when at 30GHz. But, if the radio frequency increase to 60GHz, dissemination distance only has 0.8 km. At the same time, millimeter wave is a very high frequency electromagnetic waves. Atmospheric absorption and rainfall decline has a great interference for millimeter wave propagation [5] . Why the telecommunication organizations still researching millimeter wave communication technology all over the world, because of the characteristic which millimeter wave has a short wavelength and propagation stability is higher than decimeter microwave is suitable for dense base station layout [6] . Currently, 5G millimeter wave technology still in phase of demonstrating and piloting time, the process of developing millimeter waves exist many problems should be considered. 
The Problem from Routing Path Loss in Propagation
Path loss is caused by the characteristics of channel [7] . The problem from path loss is a common phenomenon in all of wireless communication systems, signals easily to be interference during propagation from adjacent wireless channel. The model of propagation from radio wave path loss could expressed, as in (dB) = 32.44 + 20lnd + 20lnf (1) d in km and f in MHz. It can be found that the propagation path loss increasing as the radio wave frequency increasing, as in Eq. 1. Millimeter wave spectrum has greater pass loss in propagation to Compare with 300MHz-3GHz wireless mobile communication spectrum which used by LTE [7] . However, according to another 5G new techniques which named beamforming can concentrate energy in a small area to get a higher signal gain to solve the problem of path loss in propagation.
Signal Loss From a Building Penetration
The ability of low-band wireless signals in penetration is more powerful to compare with highfrequency. This is the reason why wireless signal will have much energy loss when penetrating the building [7] . As the millimeter wave has a large signal penetration loss and a short transmission in distance function, the signal can not enter the room for provide users communicate. However, by establishing millimeter-wave picocell nodes indoors could guarantee the communication quality very well.
Fading of Signals on a Rainy Day
The wireless communication needs to consider what are the different characteristics of signal in propagation with different frequency band range. At the same time, the fading of signals on a rainy day is an important factor in millimeter wave communication researching. Firstly, the length of wireless millimeter waves routing path propagation could be restricted by water molecules. Secondly, water molecules will reduce the reliability of wireless communication system [8] . The size of a raindrop mostly is the same as the length of millimeter wave. Therefore, it will cause serious disturbances to the millimeter-wave communication system when the rainfall is heavy. Here is a signal fading model of millimeter wave based on geographic observations which according to rainfall rate and rainfall structure [9] , as in Eq. 2.3. 
The Advantages of Millimeter Wave Communication A Millimeter Wave Occupies Large Bandwidth to Improve the Speed of Communication. It is generally considered that the frequency range of millimeter wave is between 26.5 to 300 GHz and the peak of bandwidth could arrive to 15 GHz. The peak rate is 5 times higher than the existing microwave transmission rate even with considering the problems which from atmospheric absorption or the fading of signals on a rainy day [9] . The research of millimeter wave propagation features become very popular in the frequency resource tense time.
A Millimeter Wave has a Narrow Beam. The millimeter wave beam is much narrower than the microwave beam at the same antenna size. For example, a 12cm antenna which working at 9.4GHz, the beam width is 18 degrees. However, if this antenna working at 94GHz, the beam width will become 1.8 degrees. Thus, a small target can be clearly distinguished from observation [10] .
The Millimeter Wave has Super Strong Ability of Detection. The special broadband spectrum capabilities of millimeter wave can be used to suppress multipath effects. A large number of spectrum resources could be used in millimeter-wave frequency range mutual interference will be eliminated effectively.
The Present Situation of Massive MIMO Technology Research
MIMO technology has four-dimensional space (time domain, frequency domain, code domain, and airspace) which greatly improves the data transfer rate. MIMO technology not only evolved from 2×2 MIMO to 8×8 MIMO but also from single-user MIMO to cooperative MIMO with processor chip's capacity enhancement. However, MIMO technology has been unable to meet the exponential growth of data for mobile broadband services and cloud computing [11] - [13] . Therefore, the researchers proposed Massive MIMO technology. The advances in MIMO technology developing include three aspects: firstly, from passive to active; Secondly, from two-dimensional (2D) to threedimensional (3D); the last is from MIMO to massive MIMO arrays. Massive MIMO provides more orientation capabilities and beamforming capabilities [14] . The direction of the antenna diagram shown in Figure 1 . Multi-dimensional massive MIMO technology will markedly increase spectral efficiency and reduce transmitting power to realizing green energy saving. 
Channel Matrix of Massive MIMO and Application Scenarios
Processing huge amounts of data in transmission and acceptance simultaneously in massive MIMO system is able to the antenna matrix which with space multiplexing technology at base station side [15] - [16] . The system could provide services to more users to compare MIMO system, at the same time the working efficiency of the system has been improved [17] . Massive MIMO working principle model as shown in Figure 4 :
. 
The Channel Status Information about Massive MIMO
With the number of antennas increasing in massive MIMO system, the base station needs to precisely gather current CSI (channel state information, CSI) to ensure the reliability of system communications [15] - [17] . The current research is based on time division duplex (TDD) for how to get an accurate channel state information. The TDD system effectively reduces the channel overhead, therefore the number of base station antennas are unrestricted. There are three types of interference factors during transmission in massive MIMO system, such as inter-cell, no coincidence frequency interference, and the interference which caused by pilot pollution [15] . Here have given equations which about massive MIMO system capacity in three kinds of interference factors [15] , as in Eq. 4
C1 is the inter-cell interference as in Eq. 5, C2 is no coincidence frequency interference as in Eq. 6, C3 is the interference which caused by pilot pollution as in Eq. 7.
−a (7) Q is the pilot multiplexing factor, K is the number of terminal devices, M is the number of antennas on base station, O T 2 is Estimated value of power. The equations about O T 2 as in Eq. 8.
Multi-Cell TDD System's Channel Model in Massive MIMO
In this moment, time division duplex (TDD) system has been assumed for massive MIMO model research [15] . The massive MIMO multi-cell TDD system channel model is shown in Figure 6 . Supposing the number of cells is L, the number of antennas in sum is K, and the total number of base station antennas is M (M >> K) in this model. The pilot sequences of mobile terminals are orthogonal to each other in a same cell or between different cells. At this time, the sequence of orthogonal pilots' length at least in K * L. The related events between each channel are very short when the terminal in a high-speed mobile environment [19] . Therefore, the channel parameters can not be accurately estimated if the pilot sequence is too long at this time [19] . The coefficient of channel transmission between antenna m which working in cell l and terminal device k which working in cell j as in Eq.9.
h ljmk is fast fading coefficient which covariance is 1 and the mean of distribution is 0 in this equation [17] . The physical size of antenna array which from the base station could be neglected between the distance calculation from mobile terminal to the base station [18] . Therefore, the slow fading coefficient can be expressed as in Eq.10
Summary
In recent years, mmWave communication is considered as one of the most promising technologies for both next generation cellular networks and High-Speed Tester (HST) communication systems, and in this paper, we have studied mmWave beamforming (BF) technologies for HSTs enabling to meet the growing demand for high-speed mobile Internet services in HSTs. Throughout the paper, we have introduced the BF schemes based on the beam pattern that we designed, and investigated three mmWave BF scenarios for HST communication [14] . Then, the simulation has been conducted to show the performance of the three BF scenarios. It is useful to recognize via the simulation that the different BF schemes are appropriate for different HST location and the fixed BF can achieve very similar performance to that of adaptive BF in most of time, which gave a valuable insight into designing the mmWave BF based HST communication system from feasibility and implementation perspective [20] . As future works, it is worth to study the performance of adaptive BF in the presence of calibration error and the HST communication system in various environments including the case of HST running along the curved line [21] .
The large potential of massive MIMO systems as a key enabling technology for future beyond 4G cellular systems have been highlighted in this paper. The technology offers huge advantages in terms of energy efficiency, spectral efficiency, robustness and reliability. It allows for the use of low-cost hardware both at the base station as well as the mobile unit side. At the base station the use of expensive and powerful, but power-inefficient, hardware is replaced by massive use of parallel lowcost, low-power units that operate coherently together. There are still challenges ahead to realize the full potential of the technology [22] ; for example, computational complexity, realization of distributed processing algorithms, and synchronization of the antenna units. This gives researchers both in academia and industry a goldmine of entirely new research problems to be tackled.
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